POCKET DOOR HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS

The following configurations illustrate the hardware requirements for single and double pocket doors based on the Turnstyle S1955 or R1955 pull range for both passage and privacy applications. Locking options are also available as a special order option.

SINGLE POCKET DOOR

PASSAGE
• 2 of S1955-####-S
• 1 of K2693-####-S

PRIVACY (45mm minimum door thickness)
• 1 of S1955-####-S T03
• 1 of S1955-####-S T04
• 1 of K2692-####-S 6400

DOUBLE POCKET DOOR

PASSAGE
• 4 of S1955-####-S
• 2 of K2693-####-S

PRIVACY (45mm minimum door thickness)
• 1 of S1955-####-S T03
• 1 of S1955-####-S T04
• 2 of S1955-####-S
• 1 of K2692-####-P 6400